STREAMLINE CATALOG INCORPORATES SHAKESPEARE US BRANDS

To complement its full line of attractive, high-quality antennas and accessories, Shakespeare Electronic Products Group introduces its eye-catching and informative 2011 catalog. It consolidates Shakespeare's proven Galaxy, Centennial and Classic series literature into a single, striking design, while highlighting the benefits of the boating lifestyle.

A blue wave washes through 56, full-color pages loaded with product photos, detailed descriptions and specifications. Antenna cutaways explain Shakespeare's innovation and craftsmanship.

Sections with Frequently Asked Questions, Electrical Data Charts and Tips on Choosing the Right Antenna help educate boaters to make the best antenna decisions. The appealing new catalog can be requested in print or downloaded at www.shakespeare-marine.com/catalog.

Headquartered in Columbia, South Carolina, Shakespeare is a global leader in marine antenna technology. The company offers dependable, long-lasting antennas, mounts, connectors and related accessories.

Contact Shakespeare Electronic Products Group, 6111 Shakespeare Rd., Columbia, SC 29223. 803-227-1590; Fax: 803-419-3099.
www.shakespeare-marine.com
Shakespeare Company, LLC is a subsidiary of Jarden Corporation (NYSE: JAH).